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data visualization for the masses
The ability to visualize, map and manage CMDB CI/Assets is vital
for any successful business.

Asset Management
Resouce Planning
CMDB CI/Asset Data
Complex relationships

It is important to offer business
users a “simplified at-a-glance”
overview of relationships and
interdependencies of their CI/Asset
data.
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Designed from the ground up to be a simplified, user-friendly environment with ease of use, e-Vis delivers
unparalleled visibility into the enterprise IT infrastructure.

e-Vis

provides the full benefit of
a federated configuration
management database with the
simplicity of drag & drop visual
mapping. Enjoy unprecedented
visability into your business
infrastructure (and linked
components) while providing an
essential tool for assessing
change, trouble-shooting and a
vehicle for visualizing root-cause
analysis.

Graphical representations of asset infrastructure includes complex mapping
of business required relationships.
We help our customers maximize business value utilizing our CMDB Technology,
while at the same time minimizing operational risk.
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As the CMDB is a key component of ITIL, so it is with our application integration.

CMDB Visualization means functional Business Intelligence on a new level.
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CONFIGURABLE SOLUTIONS

Intuitive and easy-to-use interface

eBUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Seamless integration with Service Desk and Change Management
Customizable relationship definition and setup

View data from multiple servers

Historical audit trail and Service History records

State-of-the-art data visualization engine

Centralized asset repository for physical assets of any definition
Launch in-context

CI and relationship dynamic filtering

WEB-BASED DELIVERY

Up-Stream/Down-Stream visual linking
Graphing capability with small memory footprint
True web-base application with security

e-ServiceSuite‘s scalable architecture supports large numbers of IT assets, configuration
items and users, while allowing quick access to information.
Our CMDB leverages Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web Services to provide
real-time integration between disparate systems.
This facilitates improved efficiency, streamlined IT processes and expanded business service
capabilities.

e-ServiceSuite
powered by
Visit us on the web at:

www.e-ServiceSuite.com
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